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The words of the game are enjoyable because they are simple. There are different word games. You can find words in massive shuffling letters, decipher anagrams, or fill crossword puzzles. You can find all these experiences along with some pretty unique ones on your mobile phone. There are quite a
few options. However, many of them are copies of each other or do not deliver a ton of actual content. We went out of our way to sift through and find the best ones. There are official releases for classic word games like Scrabble Go (Google Play Link), but mobile versions often leave much to be desired.
Here are the best word games, word puzzle games, and word search games for Android! If you need help, we recommend checking out these anagrams of deciders and these cross deciders! Bonza Word PuzzleCrossword Puzzle FreeJumbline 2LetterpressTypeTypeWordsWordscapesWords With
Friends 2Melimots Word SearchWord YarnBonza Word PuzzlePrice: Free with in-app purchasesBonza Word Puzzle is an interesting hybrid between crossword puzzle and puzzle genres. Players get a hint and a bunch of letters are all mixed. You organize a few different words by connecting puzzle
pieces together. It's simple, fun, and it gets complicated from time to time. Players receive a starter pack and two packets of puzzles for free. You can unlock more with the coins you earn from making packages or you can buy them with purchases in the app. We really appreciate the lack of subscription
price with this and it is also convenient for kids. We have no serious complaints, although some reviewers have an accidental error. Crossword Puzzle FreePrice: Free /Up to $4.99Crossword Free, well, a crossword app with a bunch of free content. It works like a crossword puzzle, probably should. You
get a bunch of clues and you type in the answers. The app has light, medium and difficult difficulties along with free packs of crossword puzzles on a weekly basis. You can always purchase more through in-app purchases as well. The game also provides hints and controls to easily remove bugs or pass
cells with letters when entering a response. It's even available offline. We honestly couldn't find anything wrong with him. It's a good, simple puzzle game. Jumbline 2Price: Free/$2.99Jumbline 2 is a colorful word search game. It works a bit like Boggle and Scrabble mixed together. You get a set of seven
or so letters. You mix them up and find different words. It's definitely not a new concept. There are dozens of games like this on Google Play. However, we love running this app. You manually move the squares around to form words and then click those words to add them to the collection. The game
boasts more than 20,000 five, six and seven-letter puzzles along with different modes of play, achievement, and tablet support. He uses American spelling for words, and he's missing a few. Free Free The game has quite a few ads and the premium version is totally worth it to get rid of them.
LetterpressPrice: Free/$4.99Letterpress is another unique word puzzle game. It's kind of like a much more intense version of Boggle. You and another player go head-to-head with five to five mesh letters. Each letter fills your color when you create words. The game ends when you fill each letter with
color. There are some rules out there, but it's actually quite a complicated game. You can play with other people or with one of the four bots. The game also comes with some of the tamest ads we've ever seen, support for the Oxford Dictionary, bad words, and even a bunch of stats to keep track of your
game. The user interface is super simple, but the game is surprisingly interesting. We definitely recommend this one. This is definitely one of the best free word games. TypeshiftPrice: Free/up to $5.99Typeshift is another interesting twist on the classic type of game. You get rows of letters. You move each
row up and down until a word is formed. The puzzle continues until the player lights up each tile. The early stages are pretty simple and you shouldn't have any problems with them. However, the longer the game goes, the more difficult each puzzle becomes. The user interface doesn't win any awards, but
the controls are solid. There is a hint system and you earn hints from viewing ads. However, sometimes this functionality doesn't quite work properly. You'll also get a puzzle key along with the standard game mode. It's a good, simple game. WordsPrice: Free (with ads) Words is a classic word style
search game. You get a grid of letters and find the words. Letters should separate the side (diagonal, horizontal or vertical) with the next letter, as well as the previous one. Each new word has its own color, so you can see where you were before. The game ends when the player finds all these words.
Some other features include two game modes, multiple difficulty levels, multi-language support, and an online dictionary in case you need to. The game is a bit buggy at times on some devices, but most of the reviews have been positive. This is one of the best free word games. WordscapesPrice: Free
playWordscapes is a kind of blend of Boggle and crossword puzzle. Players get a combination of letters at the bottom of the screen and a crossword-style layout at the top. You swipe the letters to form the words that fill the crossword section. The goal is to find all the words that fit, not find every word.
The game includes over 5,000 puzzles (many with themes), simple mechanics, and several different game modes. The game has pretty nasty advertising, and that makes it less friendly to free players. Otherwise, the experience is not half bad. Words with Friends 2 and Other Game singaCen: Free to
PlayWords With Friends 2 is the most popular zing zing Game. It plays basically the same as Scrabble. You and another player receive several emails. You place them on a board to create points. The player with the most points wins the game. It's a full online multiplayer experience, but you can play solo
if you want. The game itself is fine and looks good. You can remove ads, but it costs $10 in 30 days, and we think it's kind of awful. Freemium aspects of it aren't too nice either. Other than that, it's a winner. Singa also has a crossword puzzle with friends, boggle with friends, and draw something. All three
are excellent freemium word games. You can also find the official Scrabble game on Google Play, but it's better. Searching for words by MelimotsPrice: Free (with ads) Word Search Melimots is simple, a basic word search game. We figured, with all these weird hybrids, that a good, simple, free word
search game would be a good addition. He plays as you'd expect. Each word has its own backlight color, and you can adjust the font size in case you want it bigger or smaller. The game also tracks your high scores if you want to see them later. Even the ads aren't that bad. The game has occasional
crashes and occasional errors. However, it's hard to complain too much about free play. Word YarnPrice: Free play in Word Yard is another simple word game, and it's another combination of Boggle and a crossword puzzle. You get a series of letters and you fill out the crossword section above. The
game has hundreds of levels that get more difficult as you go. It also can't boast of time constraints, support for dozens of languages, full offline support, and more. The game is also childish because many early puzzles are ridiculously easy. Those looking for a true challenge can't find this game hard
enough to satiate those needs. However, it's not half bad for free word games. If we missed any great word games, word search games, or word puzzle games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! The best puzzle
game for Nintendo Switch Android Central 2020 Nintendo Switch has an extensive catalog of games, including a variety of options that you won't find anywhere else. Some of its most overlooked titles are amazing puzzle games that make you think while you're playing video games. Of all available, the
best Captain Toad: Treasure Tracker, which makes the simple task of getting the star a delightfully diabolical experience. Toad and Toad are in an adventure all their own. Instead of teaming up with Mario, this delightfully cheerful couple explore tiny worlds as they try to find priceless treasures like gems



and stars. Toad: Treasure Tracker is an amazing puzzle game that you are exploring small levels that must be twisted and turned to all your secrets. Each level in Treasure Tracker works with a fairly simple premise. You need to go toad from where you start, where the star is hiding. In many cases,
however, this is easier to say than done. Each level is tuned as a tiny world cut from the levels that you can learn from other Mario games. Only by twisting and turning the level will you be able to complete it. The main goal is to find the star and move on. But there are also other bonus goals like collecting
gems or gold mushrooms hidden away. Captain Toad's appearance is also stellar. He manages to evoke Mario's aesthetic as well as a delivery experience that looks completely fresh. Given that it's a port of generation Of Wii U games, it's not a small thing. There's also no shortage of levels. The game
has over 50 that you will need to complete if you want to beat whatever the game throws at you. Overall, Captain Toad: Treasure Tracker is all that a puzzle game should be. It's fun, easy to pick up, looks fantastic, and will have you scratching your head as you try to figure out how to beat every level you
meet. This provides an attractive experience whether you have been playing for years or you have just bought your first console. This is suitable for players of any age or skill level. Awesome game mechanics Great graphics Over 50 levels to explore and a complete lack of jumping ability can be
frustrating for some Players Levels to get particularly tricky later on to tiny obstacle courses figuring out how to get to the stars and collect gems along the way! In a world where wars were fought over delicious sushi plates, you are Sushido Musashi. Throughout Sushi Striker, you will move through a world
where you fight against other chefs by collecting and tying up sushi plates that will be thrown at your opponent. Sushi Stryker works by having you collect plates of sushi as they move on conveyor belts in front of you. You will collect the sushi and then tie the plates before throwing them at the enemy
during battles to cause damage. Along the way, you also snag offensive and defensive skills using sushi sprites. During the campaign you will play about 150 different battles, learning new skills, leveling your sprites, and participating in a higher level strategy for sushi battles. The charming anime-inspired
graphics of Fun Gameplay Mechanics Great Mode campaign gameplay is chaotic until you get the hang of things a lot of moving parts to acclimatize to campaign battles can rely too heavily on random war or sushi collect and link sushi plates that will be thrown at your opponent in battles for more than
food. The world inside is painted in dark colors. Step black and moody gray dominate the environment with only a few slams of color here and there to things are more depth. Follow Limbo, Inside is a 2D platform puzzle puzzle puzzle that you have running, jumping and dying as you play. Initially you
break into a military complex and things only get weirder the further you explore. While it's essentially a mix of platform and puzzle games, it's also absolutely gorgeous with meticulous details scattered across each level and frame. The gameplay is aimed at simplicity with skorachtic mechanics and
control. You have one button to jump and another to interact with the environment, along with moving through each level. Solving the puzzles you come across requires different methods. Sometimes you will need to move items, while others require you to use the platformer to achieve your goals. As a
physics-based puzzle game, this means that a variety of puzzles do need a few trial and error to figure out the sometimes difficult perspective because the inside lacks any tutorial. Fun Physics-based Puzzle Mechanics Great Graphic Campaign is only 3 hours no tutorial The perfect combination of
platform and puzzle comb through a mysterious military complex filled with brain-teasing puzzles. When it comes to puzzles, few people know well as Tetris where you try to match the line of blocks as they fall from the top of the screen. Puyo Puyo is not quite as well known, but works from matching
colorful little drops in groups of four people. These two games are combined in a synthesis mode that allows you to play the appropriate game, which has aspects of both for something completely new. Puyo Puyo Tetris offers a variety of game modes, including multiplayer options. Depending on how you
want to play, you can check each game separately or play in excellent synthesis mode. You can also check out the epic 100-stage adventure that explains how the two games got smashed together. Once you've done that competitive online multiplayer mode is a great way to continue enjoying the game
once you've mastered all that one player has to offer. Fun Mashup Game Mechanics Variety game modes Awesome 100-stage adventure Later levels adventure can be quite difficult to get the hang of the merge mode can take some time Two games enter one game leaves Enjoy the perfect mashup of
Puyo Puyo and Tetris in this excellent puzzle game built to play alone or with friends. In the kingdom of Victusia, members of the combat chef brigade are known all over the world. They use their abilities to hunt down monsters and then use them to create delicious dishes for people to eat. This high-
stakes competition isn't easy to hit though, and in this game, you follow one of two different heroes as they travel through the tournament. The gameplay is a mixture of several different types who get together in a delightful package. You have an RPG style character progression as you roam the city and
talk to people and platformer fight as you find and hunt down monsters. Monsters. Also bejeweled style puzzles that you are cooking up monster pieces and using specific items to help you along the way. Along the way you will also be able to update your tools and techniques along the way to earn the
best points in the competition. Awesome hand-drawn graphics Fun gameplay mechanics Trial and bug to find out what kind of gear you need for encounters Tasks become repetitive later in the game Become a Chef to hunt down monsters, cook their parts and compete in competitions to become the best
chef battle around! Yarny is back in a brand new adventure in a platformer that takes you to a tiny scale. This time the second yarny joins the fun for cooperative adventures. Although this game can be played on your own, it is much superior to each other. This is because Unravel 2 provides a co-op
experience that requires more than just two bodies running side by side on the screen. The puzzles you run in require genuine collaboration both on and off the screen. Behind the scenes you have to communicate with your partner, as the exact time is needed to complete the puzzles. On the screen this
means having one player keep yarn while other rappels, swings, build bridges, and more. The world you're playing through is great. You play as a tiny creature, so the perspective of the world is super enlarged, allowing you to discover tons of normal objects that are suddenly much larger than usual.
Collaboration is needed to complete the levels of awesome graphics Fun Mechanics work together to run, jump, swing, and rappel through a giant world like Yarny. Do it with your friends and you will get a fun collaboration experience. Every game that made our list brings something different to the table.
Whether you want to play classic puzzle games, try the platformer option, or just check out a game that provides a funny story, there's an option here that will appeal to you. However, the absolute best puzzle game on Nintendo Switch is definitely Captain Toad: Treasure Tracker. This game demonstrates
just what a puzzle game can be. It's got great graphics, and easy to pick up, but delivers puzzles on small levels that will have you scratching your head as you try to understand them. With multiple goals and more than 50 levels to figure out, there is plenty here to keep you busy. Credits - The team that
worked on this guide Jen Carner has been a gamer for over twenty years and has spent countless hours trying to beat her Tetris score. You can follow her on Twitter We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. More. best logic puzzle games android
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